A ford raptor

Ford Raptor is a nameplate used by Ford Motor Company on "high-performance" pickup trucks.
In use since the model year, the Raptor is the highest-performance version of the Ford F and
Ford Ranger. Drawing its name from both birds of prey and the velociraptor , the model line is
intended as a street-legal counterpart of an off-road racing vehicle. The F Raptor is currently in
its second generation; the Ranger Raptor was introduced in in markets outside of North
America. Optimized for off-road use, the Raptor is fitted with four-wheel drive as standard
equipment, a mid-travel suspension system, and all-terrain tires. In notable contrast to the
on-road capability of the SVT Lightning , the SVT Raptor was optimized for off-road
performance, similar to a desert racing vehicle. It uses a 6. SVT fitted the Raptor with Fox
Racing internal bypass shocks with external reservoirs, [2] allowing for 11 inches of front
suspension travel 12 inches in the rear. The rear axle had a locking differential with a 4. For , the
open front axle was replaced by a Torsen helical gear limited slip differential. For , the standard
engine was a hp 5. To optimize its capability as both an off-road and on-road vehicle, the SVT
Raptor included several design features to maximize traction and control. Coinciding with the
widened track and upgraded suspension, the SVT Raptor received several changes to its
exterior. Sharing only its headlamps with the F, the SVT Raptor is fitted with a model-specific
front fascia, with a composite hood, wider fenders at Alongside high-bolstered seats, an orange
stripe was added to the leather wrap of the steering wheel serving as a visual centering
reference. SVT Raptor in use by U. Customs and Border Protection as a mobile command
vehicle. Following the introduction of the thirteenth-generation F-Series , the Raptor model line
went on a two-year hiatus. Unveiled as a pre-production vehicle in January at the Detroit
International Auto Show, the second generation of the Raptor was released in early for the
model year, dropping the SVT prefix. As with the standard F, the Raptor is an
aluminum-intensive vehicle, using steel primarily for the frame rails; compared to the SVT
Raptor, curb weight was reduced by over pounds. As with the previous generation, the Raptor
retained Fox Racing internal-bypass shocks with external reservoirs. An all-new transfer case
was introduced; a torque-on-demand system, the design combined the on-demand capability of
all-wheel drive with the durability of four-wheel drive. As before, inch all-terrain tires were fitted
to inch wheels; as a rare option for a mass-produced vehicle, Ford offered beadlock wheels to
prevent tire bead separation from the wheel at low pressures. In a significant departure from its
predecessor, the second-generation Raptor was not offered with a V8 engine, instead using a
second-generation 3. The Raptor marked the debut of the speed 10R80 automatic transmission,
the first non-commercial vehicle fitted with a speed transmission of any type. As with the
standard F, much of the body of the Raptor is constructed of aluminum, using a composite
hood. In line with the previous generation, "FORD" grille replaced the Ford Blue Oval emblem,
with clearance lights mounted in the grille and front fenders mandated due to its width. Sharing
its 5. Alongside the previous generation, the Raptor is offered in both SuperCab and SuperCrew
configurations. The "digital mud" decal option was replaced by a large black decal on the
pickup bed, denoting the Raptor name; as an additional option, a black "FORD" tailgate decal is
offered. At the same time, the return of the V8 in the R raptor was announced, which should
have horsepower. For the model year, Ford introduced the Ford Ranger Raptor, derived from
the global Ranger T6 mid-size pickup truck. Slotted above the Wildtrak appearance package, the
Raptor is fitted with suspension and chassis upgrades to improve its off-road capability. The
Ranger Raptor is fitted with a 2. Similar to F Raptor, the four-wheel drive system of the Ranger
Raptor is adaptable to terrain. While not wide enough to require clearance lights, the Ranger
Raptor adopts several design elements of its F counterpart, including gray six-spoke wheels, a
FORD-lettered grille, and large Raptor decals on the sides of the cargo bed. While unlikely to be
sold in North America in its current generation, as a mid-size truck, the Ranger Raptor is sold in
markets where the F-Series based Raptor is unlikely to be widely marketed because of its larger
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This all-new, third-generation Raptor remains a bulkier body double of the regular F , which
means they share technology and several innovative features. However, Ford's
high-performance pickup truck is also fitted with impressive off-road equipment , such as a

sophisticated long-travel suspension and available inch all-terrain tires. Assisting the Raptor's
powerful twin-turbo V-6 is a paddle-shifted speed automatic transmission and standard
all-wheel drive. Though its engine should produce at least horsepower, that's still relatively
wimpy compared with the hp Hellcat V-8 in the Ram TRX. That's why Ford is developing an even
more ferocious Raptor R that should mark the return of a raucous V-8 engine that earns it entry
into the hp club. Ford has finally pulled the covers off the new-generation F Raptor. The Raptor
also gets a redesigned rear suspension, a new five-link coil-spring setup that replaces the
outgoing truck's leaf springs plus larger internal-bypass dampers. Combined with newly
available inch tires, this generation should be even more capable off-road. Inside, the Raptor
inherits styling and features from the recently redesigned F Highlights include a fully digital
gauge cluster, a Although the F Raptor has been officially revealed to the world, Ford hasn't
announced how much it will cost. Once the Raptor's full roster of options and final pricing are
released we can recommend which one to buy. Beneath the F Raptor's new hood, which now
features a prominent heat extractor, is the familiar high-output version of Ford's twin-turbo 3. It
breathes through a new 3. The engine still pairs with a paddle-shifted speed automatic
transmission that feeds all four wheels through a standard all-wheel-drive system. If that's not
enough for you, just wait. Ford plans to counter Ram 's hp, half-ton pickup
truckâ€”not-so-subtlety called the TRXâ€”with an equally powerful engine in the upcoming
Raptor R. Regardless of the powertrain, every Raptor rides on a new, more sophisticated
suspension that now includes larger internal-bypass dampers and a five-link rear coil-spring
setup that replaces the previous model's leaf springs. Ford claims these updates help improve
the truck's traction, ride quality, and handling characteristics. Along with other chassis
enhancements, a selection of inch rims, and a standard set of inch tires, the Raptor now also
offers a set of inch BFGoodrich all-terrain tires for better approach, departure, and breakover
angles as well as ground clearance that increases from The F Raptor can tow even more than
the version it replaces. Its maximum payload and conventional tow ratings both increase by
pounds to and pounds, respectively. Ford hasn't announced city or highway fuel-economy
estimates for the F Raptor. Once those ratings are released, and we have the opportunity to test
one on our mph highway route , we can evaluate its real-world mpg. For more information about
the Raptor's fuel economy, visit the EPA's website. The Raptor's cabin enjoys the same design
layout and passenger space as the regular F SuperCrew. The high-performance version comes
standard with a The new steering wheel wears a laser-etched logo and now has a race car-style
orange mark at the 12 o'clock position; prominent aluminum paddle shifters still lurk behind the
spokes. Along with the standard aluminum interior trim, the Raptor is available with optional
carbon-fiber interior accents and more aggressively bolstered Recaro front buckets. The
high-flying pickup will no longer be offered in the extended cab a. SuperCab body style. At least
the SuperCrew crew cab version offers more back-seat space. It pairs with a 5. Dominating the
Raptor's dashboard is a huge Along with the ability to interact with Amazon Alexa and receive
over-the-air updates, it features wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. We also appreciate
that Ford included physical volume and tuning knobs to complement the steering-wheel
controls and voice commands. The Raptor can also be equipped with a useful 2. As with the
regular F, the high-performance variant should offer a variety of driver-assistance technology.
Likewise, it'll have assists that'll make tackling the trails easier, including what Ford calls Trail
Control and Trail 1-Pedal Drive. Both are standard and act as a low-speed cruise control for
difficult off-road situations. Key safety features should include:. While Ford doesn't offer the
complimentary maintenance that rivals from Chevy , GMC , and Toyota do, the company does
provide a competitive limited and powertrain warranty. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword
s to search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. More on the Ford F Raptor Pickup. The Car and Driver
Difference. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Ever since Ram introduced the Ram TRX
with a hp Hellcat engine, the pressure has been on Ford to up the ante with the next-generation
Ford F Raptor off-road performance pickup truck. But we're still excited to see the latest Raptor,
its debut coming only about six months after Ford revealed the almost completely overhauled
new Ford F The "regular" F Raptor, offered in SuperCrew full four-door cab only, will be
assembled at Ford's Dearborn Truck Plant in Dearborn, Michigan, and available in showrooms
late this summer. Further details on the R will roll out over the coming months. Ford introduced
the first Raptor in , and this is the third generation of the pickup. Designed to go fast, jump, and
catch air on hard-packed sand, it was inspired by desert racers and trophy trucks built for Baja
racing. Buyers are off-road enthusiasts who want to drive hard and fast, straight from factory,
Ford Truck Group Marketing Manager Todd Eckert says. That includes a major leap forward:
accommodating optional inch tires. The Raptor has always been a modified F, but this latest
model differentiates itself more than ever before in its bid to be even gnarlier off-road while
retaining the road-legal Baja look from the original truck. Ford needed two new frames for the

Raptor lineup; both modified to accommodate the new five-link coil-sprung rear suspension,
and one further revised to accommodate a inch spare tire mounted under the bed. In fact, the
37s are part of a whole system, including wheels and tires, a different frame for the spare,
different shock hardware, and different overall tuning. The standard Raptor will come on inch
tires, which don't get the frame modification to fit the spare. It is a pretty big change, Ford
Performance Chief Engineer Carl Widmann says: "We probably should have put a second step
board on it to get down from the vehicle. When you grab the steering wheel to get in, you will
notice it right off the bat. And it definitely gives it a different appearance. Back in the day, 35s
were seen as a big step. Ground clearance is The redesigned running gear is key to the new F
Raptor's prowess. Program Manager Tony Greco says the team knew the rear suspension
needed to grow, but there was nothing in-house to grab, so they designed a purpose-built new
five-link, coil-sprung, live-axle rear suspension to provide more control and put power to the
ground with greater confidence over rough terrain at high speeds. This was an area MotorTrend
felt needed addressing. During a trek along Canada's Trans-Labrador Highway , our editors
found the Raptor could not find grip at the rear end as the axle was skittering over every bump
and tossing the truck sideways. The five-link rear suspension features extra-long trailing arms
to better maintain axle position on rough terrain, a Panhard rod for lateral location, and inch coil
springsâ€”the longest in the class. The new suspension, combined with more sophisticated
engine management software, means the truck can put more torque to the rear wheels for
quicker starts off the line, faster acceleration, and better throttle responsiveness, on top of
better traction, stability, and handling, Greco says. Part of what makes this the most
differentiated Raptor from the F it's based on, is Wheel travel has increased 25 percent from the
original model and an inch more than the current model note that with the inch tires, travel is
restricted to After fixing the frame and suspension, the Raptor team focused on shocks that are
bigger than ever, with thicker tubes and double the damping control. The truck with inch tires
gets its own set of shocks, while opting for inchers also brings unique shocks to cope with the
rollers' greater unsprung weight and slightly reduced travel. Next-generation Fox Live Valve
internal bypass shocks with electronic control technology soak up giant whoops and landings
by adjusting the damping depending on the position of the wheel in its travelâ€”even if when
the truck is airborne. There is an extra inch of rebound travel, as well. The race-proven shocks
are designed to better resist heat buildup and react faster to terrain changes at desert speeds.
Sensors take readings to independently change damping rates at each corner times per second.
In essence, the truck responds before the driver's brain even registers the terrain change,
engineers say. We are told Ford revised the 3. It's paired to a unique induction system from
Ford Performance. The new exhaust design allows for Quiet mode to appease the neighbors as
well as Normal, Sport, and Baja, the latter two rumbling like a V The new induction system also
broadens the torque curve; low-end torque is expected to come up, but peak numbers should
remain similar, Widmann says. We don't have horsepower and torque figures yet. Widmann
says they will continue to tinker for a few more months to optimize them before specs are
released. The prototypes are getting about miles per The engine, mated to a speed automatic
transmission, does allow for increased towing and payload capacity. Both increase by pounds,
to 8, and 1, pounds, respectively. Ford's Terrain Management System has seven modes,
including Sport, Rock Crawl, and Baja, and the Raptor has a one-pedal drive mode that
coordinates acceleration and braking from accelerator-pedal movement alone for more control
off-road. Trail Control, which is standard, is a form of cruise control at low speeds for the trail.
Press the button on the center console, and it manages throttle and braking; the driver only
needs to steer. The third-generation Raptor styling was inspired by an F Raptor fighter jet,
exterior designer Tom Liu says, adding that he was going for a sense of American power and
might. To that end, the Raptor, which is already 6. The new skidplate underneath is wider, with
three ribs designed to be functional while looking cool. The jet fighter theme can be seen in the
power dome hood with a new heat extractor and functional side vents designed to look like
aircraft intakes. Two exterior graphics packages are available; one has a diamond pattern that
mimics a jet's afterburner, and it incorporates a QR code. The other graphic has trail maps. All
the Raptor seats have unique foam and trims. The base seat is fabric and leather with large
upper and lower side bolsters. Higher trims have suede accents, and you can opt for Recaro
bucket seats. The front seats are set up to Ford Performance specifications for how the bolsters
and seat backs react to you. Customers can opt for coined aluminum or carbon-fiber trim
packages. Overall, the Raptor has three trims and three available packages, including one that
is edgier and more aggressive. A work surface between the driver and passenger has storage
below. Lockable storage can be found under the fold-flat rear seats. A new Ford Performance
steering wheel has controls to access exhaust system modes and drive modes, and, of course,
it has paddle shifters. Look up for the auxiliary switches in the overhead console, one of which

gets factory-assigned to the inboard pair of Rigid-brand front fog lamps. In front of the driver
are Raptor-specific graphics on the digital instrument cluster, off-road data, and turn-by-turn
navigation in a There are four USB charging ports, two in front and two in the back seat of the
cab. The truck can get over-the-air updates, including future trail maps and trail turn assist, a
function that will help the truck turn tighter off-road by braking the inside rear wheel to make the
truck pivot around that point. The Raptor gets the 2. It is popular on the F and expected to
mirror that on the Raptor. For the model, Ford has tried to simplify the options. Safety comes in
the form of Ford's Co-Pilot 2. The truck has a great customer base who will appreciate that Ford
has honed in on the off-road performance. And there is room to grow Raptor with the
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